
LAB RULES!

1. FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS - SAFETY FIRST!
     a) EQUIPMENT   b) CHEMICALS    c) PROTOCOL!

2. NO EATING OR DRINKING IN LAB!

3. NO GOOFING ON THE CHAIRS!

4. IF YOU’RE NOT SURE, ASK SOMEONE!



Adapt or die: how plants and 
animals survive!



What is a habitat?!
•  Examples of habitats?!
•  Major differences between these 

habitats?!



Temperate Rainforest!
•  For example: Vancouver!
•  Not too cold or warm!
•  LOTS of rain!



Desert!
•  For example: Sahara desert!
•  Extreme hot and cold!
•  Super dry!



Aquatic - Water!
•  Salt and fresh water!
•  Different temperature (depth, size)!



Arctic and Antarctic!
•  North and South pole!
•  SUPER cold!
•  Lots of snow!



What is an adaptation?!
•  A characteristic of a living organism 

that allows it to survive and function in 
its habitat!





Adaptations to Temperate 
Rainforest!



Adaptations to Deserts!



Adaptations to aquatic 
habitats!



Adaptations to Arctic & 
Antarctica!
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ADD COOL VIDEO HERE !



What happens to plants 
and animals when their 

habitats change?!



LET’S TALK ABOUT MICROSCOPES"





THIS IS THE BEST WAY TO SET-UP YOUR SAMPLES"

1. LIGHT FROM UNDERNEATH     2. START WITH 1X"



TAKING NOTES"



What do you see?!

Images from http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/index.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/pond/ 



CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!
AKA. AN INTRO TO FLASH FICTION | DON”T FORGET THEMES OF BIODIVERSITY 
AND MICROBIAL POND LIFE, ADAPTION, TRAITS, AND CRITTERS!�

~35 minutes "As a class, write the first page of the story.  At the same, this where you cover 
some general publishing rules (no copying), as well as highlight the usual elements of a story.  Namely: 
CHARACTERS, SETTING, PLOT, CONFLICT (GREATEST FEAR)."

~5 minutes "Go over the general Choose Your Own Adventure premise.  7 to 8 page story. 
Class will be split according to the 6 benches (usually about 4 to 5 students per bench)"

~20 minutes "First round of writing (PAGE 2 and PAGE 3).  Will need to split into two 
groups. Each responsible for writing a new section.  Expand on the FEAR element."

~20 minutes "Second round of writing (PAGES 4 to 8).  Each individual student will need to 
come up with an ending.  This could be a happy or sad ending (up to the student).  In some manner, 
the characters need to either overcome the FEAR, or be dealt consequences."

~25 minutes "Readings! Will try to get through 6, where audience chooses their path."


